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    <h1> How to Create the perfect  Outfit! </h1>  
    <h2>  </h2>  
    <h3> So I hear you need some oufit tips!  </h3> 
    <p> Well then lets go!</p>  
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    <p> Remember that all these recommendations are supposed to be flexible to you and your 
style!</p>  
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    <h2>Shoes and Accessories</h2>  
   <p> When styling an outfit you need a pair complimenting shoes!  
    These can match the outfit, or stand out! If you want to match I would reccomend a pair of 
white shoes. My favorite white shoes for matching the outfit are Nike Airforce1's! </p> 
   <p> Now if you want to pop a bit find a brighter color in your outfit! Then find shoes of that 
color it allows for it to still match but pop!</p> 
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    <h2> Tops and Bottoms </h2>  



    <p> When creating an outfit the tops and bottoms are the most important!</p>  
   
    <p> Tops: Your top in the outfit can make a statement or compliment the bottoms! 
    If you want to stand out you can often use bright colors, different designs, and bright colors! 
If you want to compliment your bottoms, use a plain shirt and bright bottoms! </p>  
     
    <p> Bottoms: Similar to the top you want to balance the bottoms to top and the top to the 
bottom. To stand out you can use a print or bright colors on your pants, if you want to 
compliment, use nude colors or matching colors to your tops.</p>  
    <p> REMEMBER THIS IS JUST AN OUTLINE! CONTINUE TO PUT YOUR STYLE INTO ALL OF YOUR 
OUTFITS! </p>  
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